PICNIC 2011 programme waag society

WEDNESDAY 14-09

10:00-16:00  Creative Learning Lab: the Urban future is Young • Waag cabin 1
10:00-17:15  HyperMud design and construction • Waag cabin 2
13:30-15:00  The Course of Creativity: Make the Mechanism • ECBN center
16:00-17:00  Constructive drink • Waag cabin 1

THURSDAY 15-09

10:00-13:00  Creative Care Lab: Design for our Future Self • Waag cabin 1
10:00-17:15  HyperMud design and construction • Waag cabin 2
10:10-10:30  Open Data for Innovation and Economic Growth & Open Data for Smart Cities • Grand Theater
13:30-15:00  Creative Commons: Lawrence Lessig, Rufus Pollock and Marleen Stikker on ‘open’ and ‘closed’ information • Crystal Palace
14:00-16:00  Design Method Lab: Users as Designers workshop • Waag cabin 1
16:00-17:15  Book launch ‘Users as designers’ with Constructive drink • Waag cabin 1

FRIDAY 16-09

10:00-17:15  Hypermud design and construction • Waag cabin 2
12:00-13:30  Internet of Things Builders at Play • Waag cabin 1
13:30-17:15  Open Data ‘unConference’ • Workshop ferry
15:00-17:00  The Urban Future is Personal: Part 1/ Urban planning is personal
15:45-17:15  (Re)defining new business models for future cities (Dutch Valley) • Grand Pavilion

* thank god it’s the end of the day
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